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The purpose of this research is to analyze which types of code mixing are often used by students at 
W.R. Supratman 2 School. In this research, the researchers used methods of recording and 
analyzing conversations between students in the school environment, this research used qualitative 
research methods. This research shows which types of code mixing are often used by students and 
why students use code mixing. The results of the data obtained by the researchers state that intra- 
sentential code mixing is a type often used by students. The reason why students often use code 
mixing in daily conversations is because they always use someone's quote in English to motivate 
learning English, to express emotions or feelings among friends, they want to look cooler and more 
attractive and the last reason is because sometimes they find words that have no representation in 
other people. 
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In society, communication is a very important aspect at this time, in communication we 
certainly use language as the delivery of thoughts, ideas, or cooperation between one another. 
Language is an important aspect of daily communication, because language is something 
that is used in communication between people. 
According to Jendra (2010:19) Language used in societies function in different ways and 
linguists have attempted to identify those function. Language is something that is used to socialize 
with one another and to identify what is meant by the other person. The function of language itself 
is not only to communicate but to adapt to the environment and social control. In the world many 
languages have developed, namely more than 7000 languages. For example, the language that is 
widely used by several countries is English. The relationship between the development of the times 
with the use of language is very close so that led to a phenomenon called Code Mixing. 
According to Trudgill in Udoro (2008:15) defines “Code Mixing as a process in which the 
speaker enjoys the transfer of codes between languages with such speed and density, even in 
sentences and phrases that are impossible to say at a certain time which language they use”. 
Code Mixing arises because of the influence of Western culture which is worldwide and 
because it brings high prestige to its users. Nowadays, many high school students want to look 
cool in English but mix with Indonesian. They spoke in Indonesian but some of their words 
changed with English. 
According to Muysken (2000:1) Explanations based on conversations that have intra- 
sentential, contextual and situational honestly and have a purpose to combine and improve the 
social status to maintain self-esteem when speaking in the community. 
Events that often occur in school are some students are afraid to use English because they 
are shy but they used English so that the code mixing came out. This is what triggers the writer to 
examine this phenomenon. 
Following are some phenomena that occur in the school environment: 
1) Some students mix Indonesian language with English. 





Sociolinguistic is a lesson that learns language and social relations. According to Jendra 
(2010:9) Sociolinguistic is the science of explaining human ability in language use the right 
rules in different situations. 
According to Weiner in Jendra (2010:10) Sociolinguistics is the study of language in relation 
to social factors. 
The language used by the community varies and the language used depends on the language 
that is often used in daily life. Language is used to communicate with each other, to provide 
information and opinions, and to express what the speaker feels. 
Based on the above, the author stated that Sociolinguistics is one of the areas of study that 
study the relationship between social and language and to discuss language relations with 
society, diversity, function and language users. 
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Bilingualism is a person's ability to use two languages to communicate with others every 
day.According to Jendra (2010:68) People who do not use monolinguals but speaks in two 
languages every day called bilingualism. 
According to Jendra (2010:69) There are five types of bilingualism, those are: 
a. Partial Bilinguals 
The partial bilinguals are people who have the ability to use multiple languages but one 
language or several languages is not fully understandable. In this type, it is suggested that 
bilinguals that can be fluent in two languages are almost never found. In other words, bilinguals 
like just dreams. 
b. Compound Bilinguals 
The compound bilinguals refer to people who learn a second language (a foreign language) after 
they can use their first language perfectly. Indonesian people who can use English fluently and 
often use in everyday communication and their routine is a type of bilingual. 
c. Co-ordinate Bilinguals 
The co-ordinate bilinguals are the one who learns two different languages but in different 
situations, because the two languages are used in different systems that result in each word in 
each language different content. 
d. Additive Bilinguals 
The additive bilinguals is a situation of two languages used by the bilinguals which assume both 
of these languages are important and complement each other. In this type both languages are 
used, and are retained in the same level. In other words, these two languages are considered 
equal in all aspects of social and cultural. 
e. Subractive Bilinguals 
The substractive bilinguals can be found when the language used is considered to be harmful 
to other status, because there is a possibility that the community considers the language that is 
more beneficial in economic, social and political increases. One example is English, some 
speakers are more happy to use English, and may feel that English is substractive. 
 
c. Code Mixing 
Code Mixing is a condition where people use two languages and mix them in a condition. 
According to Whardaugh in Saleh (2017:12) states that the occurrence of bilingualism resulted 
in a mixture of languages when a speaker needs a specific code. Code Mixing is one language 
mixing with one language in which you communicate. 
According to Gumperz in Saleh (2017:13) says that the mixing of code is part of the 
language spoken by the speaker basically using a part is another language, a piece of language 
containing words or phrases mixed with other languages. 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Code Mixing is a phenomenon where 
a speaker communicates by mixing language in another language but in a similar condition. 
 
d. Types of Code Mixing 
According to Hoffman in Saleh (2017:13) shows that there are three types of Code Mixing 
based on the syntax pattern. There are: 
1) Intra-sentential Code Mixing 
The mixing of this language occurs in phrases, clauses or a sentence boundary. For example 
: 
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A: manaya handphone ku? 
 
B: lu letak dimana .. see la bagus bagus .. 
Based on the example above, speaker A and B speak using two languages in one sentences 
and this condition called intra-sentential code mixing. 
2) Intra-lexical Code Mixing 
Intra Lexical Code Mixing occurs in word boundary, for example they combine the prefix 
and suffix in Indonesian with English words, for example “men-follow” (In this word there is a 
prefix “men” with the English word “follow”), another example is the word “posting-an” (with 
the suffix “an” and the word “posting”). 
3) Involving a change of pronunciation 
This Code mixing occurs in phonology, for example English spoken with a structure of 
Indonesian phonology. For example, the word “telephone” in English becomes “telpon” in 
pronunciation using Indonesian language structure. 
 
e. Reasons of Code Mixing 
Code Mixing is a lot of reasons, the reason of the speaker using language mixing is very 
important to know. According to Hoffman in Saleh (2017:15) There are several reasons of 
bilingual mixing their language. Those are: 
a. Talking About a Particular Topic 
Many people discuss one topic using one language than another, but sometimes speakers 
are more comfortable to express feelings or situations using a language that is more frequently 
used daily. 
b. Quoting Somebody Else 
Code Mixing occurs because the speaker quotes words, sentences from someone or some 
famous figure. The mixing of language that occurs because the speaker quotes someone's 
words. 
c. Being Empathic About Something (Express Solidarity) 
When a person uses language and suddenly empathized about something, either 
intentional or accidental, can change from the first language to the second. Or he is more 
comfortable to empathize using a second language than the first language. 
d. Interjection 
Interjection is a word used when someone is surprised, emotions are increasing and want 
to get noticed. For example: “Duh!”, “Hey”, “Shit!”, etc. 
e. Repetition Used for Clarification 
When someone speaks and wants to say one thing and wants to clarify that this message is 
more comfortable using two languages, then the speaker will use both languages in his/ her 
speech, in other words when a speaker wants to Clarifying the speech can be understood by 
listeners, sometimes they use two languages mastered by saying the same understanding. 
f. Expressing Group Identity 
Way of communicating in a community with members clearly different from those outside 
the community. 
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The research is a qualitative descriptive research .According to Bogdan and Taylor 
(2007:3), qualitative research is a research procedure resulting from the observation of the 
word of a person and the data of research results in the form of descriptive. The population 
in the study was W.R. Supratman 2 students ranging about 35 students. Researchers use 
voice recording tools to get data and researchers will rewrite the dialogue that has been 
done among students, after which researchers will examine the usage of Code Mixing used 
by the group of Students. 
In collecting data, researchers use the following procedure: 
1) Researchers submit a permit to the institution to conduct research in the school 
environment. 
2) Researchers observe conversations made between students in a school 
environment. 
3) Researchers record students ' conversations using voice recording tools. 
4) Researchers observe the mixed code spoken by the students. 
5) Researchers write back conversations that students have made in the form of 
documents. In this research data in the analysis based on the steps below, namely: 
1) Researchers analyze the special features of code mixing based on Hoffman’s 
theory, namely intra-sentential Code Mixing, intra-lexical Code Mixing, and involving a 
change of pronunciation. 
2) Researchers analyze the use of Code Mixing with Hoffman's theory, namely: 
Talking about certain topics, quoting others, empathizing about something (expressing 
solidarity), exclamation words, repetition used for clarification, the intention to clarify the 
contents of the speech to the interlocutor, and expressing group identity. 
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  CHAPTER III 
 FINDING 
 
Researchers present the results of the findings of three types of Code Mixing based 
on the opinion of the theory of Hoffman as used by students in school environment 
WR Supratman 2. 
1) Type of code mixing Description: 
C1 : Intra-sentential Code Mixing 
C2 : Intra-lexical Code Mixing 
C3 : Involving a change of pronunciation 
Table 4.1 
No Findings Time Of Code 
Mixing 
 
 C1 C2 C3 
1 Semalam aku chatting sama Amel di facebook. √ 
  
2 Ga banyak si, dia balasnya lama, boring juga chatting tiap hari jadi bingung mau bahas apa. √ 
  
3 Happy Birthday ya, Andi. √ 
  
4 Semoga di ulang tahun mu ini kau semakin lebih pintar dan lebih ganteng, wish you all the best. √ 
  
5 Thanks, Ki. 




7 Aku beli kue di toko kue, terus kadonya ya ku beli waist bag. 
  
√ 




9 Eh kok aplikasi ku kaga ada event itu? √ 
  
10 Coba lah kau update dulu di playstore! √ 
  




12 Semalam kau buat story di second account mu lucu parah, kau lagi sama siapa tu? √ 
  
13 Aku? Semalam tuh aku sama kawan SMP ku, kami hang out di cafe deket rumah. 
  
√ 
14 Di ntar malam dress code birthday party mu apaan? Kan gak lucu awak pake baju superman ke √   
party mu. 
 
15 Temanya blue and black, yang ganteng kau ntar malam ya! √ 
16 Itu si Tasya kelas sebelah juga ku invite loh. √ 
17 Raka ntar kau harus stand by di deket gawang, biar kagak kebobolan. √ 
18 Gak lah aku mau jadi striker di depan. √ 
19 Nanti waktu persentase kau yang jadi writer-nya ya. √ 
20 What dou you mean? Gak mau, aku ntar mau jadi moderator, kan semalam dah fix napa di ganti lagi? √ 
 
21 Ya of course lah udah. Gila sih nilai kami cantik kali, sampek harus remedial lagi. 
 
√ 
22 Loh kelas kita kok sama, tau gak kisi-kisinya tuh it’s so different sama ujiannya. √ 
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23 Ah stres aku, udah banyak kali hapalannya, tau gak impossible banget kalau kita tuh bisa ingat semua √ 
isi bukunya. 
24 Hi, friends boleh gak aku duduk di sebelah lu? √ 
25 No problem, silahkan aja. √ 
26 Thanks ya Lex, by the way hari ini apa kita ada PR? √ 
27 Yes, kita punya PR Bahasa Inggris minggu lalu. Lu lupa ya? √ 
28 Hah… Are you serious? Aku lupa ngerjain loh, astaga…. √ 
29 Yuuup. Ya udah buruan kerjain sekarang PR lu mumpung belum bunyi bel masuk, let’s go… √ 
30 Boleh gak aku salin PR lu? Boleh ya …. Please… √ 
31 Ya udah nih salin aja PR aku, next time lu kerjain lah PR lu. √ 
32 Thanks ya Lex, lu emang best friend aku banget. √ 
33 Hey… kamu Vero, right? Murid pindahan kan? √ 
 
34 Yes, I am. Hmmmm… wait ya, aku rasa aku ingat sama lu deh. Tapi aku lupa dimana dan nama lu siapa√ 
ya?? 
35 I am Jessica. Yes, aku ingat lu! Kita teman sekelas kan waktu SD, Cuma beda tempat duduk aja, ya kan?√ 
 
36 Oh my God, oh ya aku ingat, akhirnya kita bisa ketemu ya Jess… √ 
 
37 Kamu banyak berubah ya Ver. So beautiful… √ 
 
38 Really, ha… ha… ha… thanks ya Jess. lu juga so beautiful. √ 
39 Thanks ya, by the way udah lama banget kita gak ketemu ya Ver? √ 
40 Yuuup… udah berapa tahun ya, maybe 7 tahun kalo gak salah, sejak lu pindah kelas 4 SD ke Jakarta, √ 
baru bisa ketemu sekarang. 
41 Right… so, lu bakal stay di Medan kan mulai sekarang? √ 
42 Yuuup… pasti bakal stand by disini dan menetap kok gak bakal pindah lagi he…he…he… √ 
43 Hey… Ricky kantin yuuukk. I’m hungry now… √ 
44 Sorry Tom, I don’t have money, lupa bawa dompet gua. √ 
 
45 Oh… that’s okay, gua yang treat deh. √ 
 
46 Thanks ya, besok gua bakal treat lu balik deh… √ 
47 No problem bro… kita kan friends jadi gak perlu perhitungan kaleee sama temen. √ 
48 Jangan gitu lah bro… friends sih friends tapi kalo lu udah treat gua kan, ya gua juga mau gentian donk √ 
treat lu. 
49 Ya udah deh… up to you. Yukkk wa udah laper berat nihhh. √ 
 
 
50 Okay, yuuukkksss. Let’s go to kantin… √ 
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2) The most dominant types of Code-Mixing used in the dialogue between student. 
Table 4.2 
No Type of Code Mixing Frequency Percentages 
 
1 Intra-sentential Code Mixing 70 % 




2 Intra-lexical Code Mixing 
3 Involving a change of pronunciation 
               6 % 
 
24 % 
Total 35 Person 100 % 
 
 
3) Interview of reasons of using code mixing in the dialogue between student. 
Based on interviews with several students about the reasons for using Code 
Mixing, researchers found reasons why students use Code Mixing in daily 
conversations between friends; because they always use someone's quote in 
English to motivate learning English, to express emotions or feelings among 
friends, they want to look cooler and more attractive and the last reason is 
because sometimes they find words that have no representation in other people. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
DISCUSSION 
The researcher explained the findings of three types of Code Mixing based on 
Hoffman's theory as used by students in the WR Supratman 2 school environment. 
1. The most dominant types of Code Mixing 
The results showed that Intra sentential Code Mixing is the dominant 
type that they use in everyday conversations between friends. 
2. Reasons of using Code Mixing 
There are reasons why students use Code Mixing daily conversation 
between friends: 
a) First of the reasons why students use Code Mixing in daily conversations 
between friends is to use someone's quote in English. 
b) Second, students use Code Mixing to express it emotions or feelings of 
students by using English expressions. 
c) The third reason students use Code Mixing is that they want to look cooler 
and more attractive. 
d) The last reason is because students sometimes come across words which has 
no representation in any other language except from language itself. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the findings and discussions, the researcher concludes as follows: 
1)The type of code mixing used by students are Intra-sentential Code Mixing, 
Intra-lexical Code Mixing and Involving a change of pronunciation and Involves 
Pronunciation Change. 
2)The dominant type of code mixing that used by students is Intra Sentential Code 
Mixing. 
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